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• Spun-form 6061 aluminum
• Specimens taken from sheet
• Uni-axial test data shown 
herein
• COPV testing not shown
• Data generated at NASA 
Langley Research Center 
(Dawicke, Lewis)

































0.032 43.4 48.3 10.041 0.002 50



















• NASGRO 6.2 EPFM module
6
Crew Exploration Vehicle

























• Elastic plastic fracture analyses
Pros:
– Results are promising when crack is self-similar
– Additional testing needed to verify approach
– Long-term goal of analytical certification
Cons:
– Material data is difficult to obtain and reduce for 
NASGRO input
– Stress input is not consistent with strain-controlled 
COPV liner
• Forward work
– NASA is funding an upgrade to the EPFM module
– EPFM testing is being performed for flight vehicles
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